
WRITING A COVER LETTER TO AN ACADEMIC JOURNAL

The cover letter you submit to your target journal is your chance to lobby on behalf of your manuscript. Here are some
tips for getting it right, plus a free journal.

However, if you send your cover letter on letterhead PDF or hard copy by mail , move your contact
information to the upper-left corner of the page unless you use pre-printed letterhead, in which case your
contact information should be centered at the top of the letter. Points to Remember In addition, there are
certain key phrases that need to be included, and some of these are even required by most journals. Strive for a
balance between enthusiasm and professionalism; the two are not mutually exclusive. A full set of the
information in this post can be found here. Note that the final choice of reviewers rests entirely with the
journal editor, who may or may not accept your suggestions. It should also describe the scope of the
manuscript to the journal based on the details of the manuscript. However, use this option with caution, as it
may make journal editors wary. The phrasing can say something like: I look forward to discussing this article
more with you in the near future. We would like to have the manuscript considered for publication in
Pathobiology. At a minimum, this block should include your signature and your typed name, title, and
university affiliation, if this information does not already appear in a letterhead at the top of the page. While
you want to adequately explain your work and sell its concept to editors, keep your cover letter to a maximum
of one page. The final paragraph should always thank the editor for considering the manuscript for
publication. Read our tips on responding to peer reviewers A cover letter should be written like a standard
business letter : Address the editor formally by name, if known. Likewise, include the titles of your previous
works, the names of the journals in which they were published and the dates of publication. The authors might
also need to declare any conflicts of interest. Then briefly explain the background to your study, the question
you sought out to answer and why. Third paragraph: here you should indicate why the readers of the journal
would be interested in the work. Cite your credentials with confidence. Sadly, we must admit that part of the
decision-making process of whether to accept a manuscript is based on a business model. Check out this post
now for additional points to consider submitting your manuscript! The date you insert on this line should be
the month, day, and year on which your letter will be mailed. Please let me know of your decision at your
earliest convenience.


